Protecting productivity
with Industrial
Security Services
Identify vulnerabilities and threats at an early stage.
Take proactive measures. Achieve optimal long-term
plant protection.

siemens.com/industrial-security-services

Comprehensive protection
from cyber attacks
Industry-specific and scalable:
the optimum protection level for your
plants

Long-term protection for industrial
plants: transparency through monitoring
and analysis

Quickly growing and continuously new
security risks and cyber threats necessitate
fast reactions. Production processes in particular are always offering new areas for
attacks and therefore require an especially
high level of protection. With Siemens
Industrial Security Services, companies benefit from comprehensive expertise as well as
the specialist skills and knowledge of a
global network of experts for automation
and cybersecurity.

Surveillance of the overall security health of
your production allows early definition of
actions necessary to mitigate the potential
risk of becoming a cyberattack victim. No
matter what industry is involved, a plantspecific security roadmap ensures the best
possible security level with a significantly
reduced risk.

The comprehensive approach of a
customer-specific concept is based on modern technology and thus fulfills the currently
applicable security codes and standards.
Threats or malware are detected at an early
stage, the weaknesses are analyzed in detail
and suitable security measures are immediately implemented.
The scalable offer includes comprehensive
consulting, technical implementation and
continuous service. The portfolio is available
for existing Siemens automation technique
as well as for components from third-party
providers.
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Continuous monitoring provides plant operators with the greatest possible transparency
for the security of their industrial plants,
ensuring especially good investment protection at all times. The powerful integral Global
Threat Intelligence databases analyze and
detect newly developing threats. The corresponding adjustments are made immediately
and continuously. Changing threat situations
are met with adjustments before threats can
develop. The industry-specific, comprehensive and modular portfolio provides security
features that are engineered, customized
and tailored to your budget.
Industrial corporations trust Siemens Industrial Security Services, whose transparent
overview of security status enables plant
operators to concentrate on their core business at all times. The sensitive topic of
cybersecurity for your production systems
belongs in the hands of experienced professionals with world-class automation expertise: Siemens Industrial Security Services.

Assess Security for a risk-based
security roadmap
Assess Security includes comprehensive threat analysis,
identification of risks and recommendations of security
measures to reach your target security level.

Your benefit:
A plant-specific and risk-based security roadmap ensures a
comprehensive and consistent security level.
Industrial Security Assessment
• Based on Siemens Defense-in-Depth concept
• Complies with IEC 62443 standards
• Analysis derived from Siemens Industrial Security expertise
• Compact one-day on-site Assessment

IEC 62443 Assessment
• Complies with IEC 62443 standards
• Available for plants from Siemens and third-party providers
• Inquiry-based
• Recommendations for risk mitigation (report of up to 30 pages)

ISO 27001 Assessment
• Complies with ISO 27001 standards
• Available for plants from Siemens and third-party providers
• Inquiry-based
• Recommendations for risk mitigation (report of up to 30 pages)

Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
• Data-based analysis of threats, weaknesses and gaps
• Risk classification and evaluation of system criticality results
• Recommendation of risk mitigation measures (report of over
100 pages)
• Basis for a risk-based, plant-specific security roadmap
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Implement Security for the steps to
minimize your risks
Implement Security provides the implementation of protection measures to improve the security level of plants and
production facilities.

Anti Virus Installation

Your benefit:

• Installation of a new central management console: McAfee ePO1
(recommended for managing more than 10 anti-virus agents)

Prevention of security gaps and better protection against
cyber threats thanks to technical and organizational
measures.
Security Awareness Training
• Web-based SITRAIN training
• Establishment of security awareness among plant personnel:
including the current situation and handling of threats, risks and
the detection of security incidents

Industrial Security Consulting
• Customer-designed advice to cybersecurity processes and
guidelines in the production
• Consulting for the design of automation networks

Automation Firewall
• Automation Firewall classic, based on SecureGUARD Firewalls
(PCS7 tested)
• Automation Firewall-NG, based on Palo Alto Firewalls with nextgeneration functionality (esp. deep-package inspection)

• Installation and configuration of virus protection software:
McAfee VirusScan Enterprise

• Compatibility verification for SIMATIC PCS 7 systems

System Back-up
• Performance of a one-time backup of critical plant systems
using Symantec System Recovery Software (to be provided by
the customer)

Industrial Anomaly Detection
• Transparency over data exchange within the plant networks
• Detection of anomalies in communication behavior
• 100 % passive monitoring will not impact the monitored systems
• Available for plants from Siemens and third-party providers
• Based on Siemens industrial Microbox PCs IPC427E

Industrial Security Monitoring
• Continuous oversight of industrial security monitoring scenarios
based on SIEM³ technologies

• Configuration and testing of plant perimeter firewall rules

• Local installation of the monitoring components

Windows Patch Installation

• Evaluation of customer-specific applications, e.g. adjustment of
the Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS)

• Installation of Microsoft® operating system patches using the
customer‘s own WSUS server²
• Compatibility evaluation: installation of patches recommended
by manufacturers and aproved by the customer

Application Whitelisting
• Installation and configuration of a McAfee Application Control
• Installation of a central management console: McAfee ePO1 (recommended by more than 10 whitelisting agents)
• Compatibility evaluation for SIMATIC PCS 7 systems

ePO – McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator
WSUS – Microsoft Windows Software Update Server
3
SIEM - Security Information andEvent Management
1
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Manage Security for continuous
protection and transparency
Manage Security provides regular monitoring and renewal
of the implemented measures through our centralized
services.

Anti Virus Management

Your benefit:

• Detection of potential false alarms2 through close cooperation
with virus protection software manufacturers

You can achieve the greatest possible transparency regarding the security status of your plants and proactively block
potential security events thanks to our global security
experts and our scalable infrastructure.
Security Vulnerability Information
• Information on released vulnerabilities of your industrial components and software applications

• Updating of virus signatures and periodic virus scans in accordance with software manufacturer recommendations

• Regularly reports on plant condition regarding malware detection and prevention
• Central management possible through ePO1 console

Industrial Security Monitoring
• Continuous analysis and correlation of log data as well as comparison with “Global Threat Intelligence” databases

• Deployment via the Security Vulnerability Information App, also
available as MindSphere App

• Detection, classification and immediate notification on the detection of security threats or incidents

Patch Management

• Overview of current plant security status with regularly status
reports

• System-specific information on known weaknesses and patch
availabilities
• Recommendations for plant-specific patch strategy
• Available for SIMATIC PCS 7 software, and Microsoft® operating
systems

Remote Incident Handling
• Rapid response by Siemens Cybersecurity experts with industrial
experience
• Collection of information, cause analysis and criticality analysis
with tools including intelligence mechanisms, malware sandboxing and monitoring of weaknesses
• Recommendations for the correction of any consequential
damage

1 ePO – McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator
2 »False positive«, only for Siemens products
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The effective security
strategy
Defense in Depth

Network Security

With increasing digitization, comprehensive security in
automation is becoming increasingly important. Industrial
security is therefore a key element of Digital Enterprise, the
Siemens solution on the route to “Industry 4.0” (the fourth
industrial revolution). With Defense in Depth, Siemens
offers a multi-layer concept providing both complete and
in-depth protection for your plant. The concept is based on
plant security, network security and system integrity in
accordance with the recommendations of ISA 99/IEC
62443.

Protecting production networks from unauthorized access is
now particularly indispensable at the connections to other networks (e.g. office or Internet). The segmentation of individual
subnets such as the cell protection concept with SCALANCE S
or the security communications processors for SIMATIC provides additional security here. Data transfer can also be protected using VPN, such as for global remote access to distant
plants via the Internet or mobile phone network using
SCALANCE M. The firewall portfolio is supplemented by Automation Firewall -Classic or -NG, which are designed to protect
the perimeter of your production networks.

Plant Security
Plant security uses various methods to secure physical
access by persons to critical components. This starts with
classic building access and extends to the protection of sensitive areas with code cards. The customized Industrial
Security Services include processes and guidelines for comprehensive plant security. This includes aspects such as a
risk analysis of the implementation of suitable measures
and their monitoring up to regular updates.

System Integrity
The third foundation block of Defense in Depth entails
ensuring system integrity. This includes the protection of
automation systems and controls such as SIMATIC S7 controls as well as SCADA and HMI systems against unauthorized access or the protection of the information they contain. It also includes the authentication of users and their
access privileges as well as hardening of the system against
attackers.
Plant Security
• Physical access protection
• Processes and guidelines
• Security services protecting
production plants

Network Security
• Cell protection, DMZ and remote
maintenance
• Firewalls and VPN

System Integrity
• System hardening
• Authentication and user management
• Patch management
• Detection of attacks
• Integral access protection
in automation
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Assess Security

• Industrial Security Assessment
• IEC 62443 Assessment
• ISO 27001 Assessment
• Risk & Vulnerability Assessment

Manage Security

Implement Security

• Patch Management

• Industrial Security Consulting

• Anti Virus Management

• Automation Firewall

• Industrial Security Monitoring

• Windows Patch Installation

• Remote Incident Handling

• Application Whitelisting

• Security Vulnerability Information

• Security Awareness Training

• Anti Virus Installation
• System Back-up
• Industrial Anomaly Detection
• Industrial Security Monitoring
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• Assess Security starts you
on your way to a risk-based
security roadmap

The information provided in this brochure contains merely general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do
not always apply as described or which may
change as a result of further development of the
products. An obligation to provide the respective
characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed
in the terms of contract.
All product designations may be trademarks or
product names of Siemens AG or supplier companies whose use by third parties for their own
purposes could violate the rights of the owners.
Security information
Siemens provides products and solutions with
industrial security functions that support the
secure operation of plants, systems, machines
and networks.
In order to protect plants, systems, machines and
networks against cyber threats, it is necessary to
implement – and continuously maintain – a
holistic, state-of-the-art industrial security
concept. Siemens’ products and solutions constitute one element of such a concept.
Customers are responsible for preventing unauthorized access to their plants, systems, machines
and networks. Such systems, machines and
components should only be connected to an
enterprise network or the internet if and to the
extent such a connection is necessary and only
when appropriate security measures (e.g. firewalls and/or network segmentation) are in place.
For additional information on industrial security
measures that may be implemented, please visit
https://www.siemens.com/industrialsecurity.
Siemens’ products and solutions undergo continuous development to make them more secure.
Siemens strongly recommends that product
updates are applied as soon as they are available
and that the latest product versions are used. Use
of product versions that are no longer supported,
and failure to apply the latest updates may
increase customer’s exposure to cyber threats.
To stay informed about product updates, subscribe to the Siemens Industrial Security RSS Feed
under https://www.siemens.com/industrialsecurity.

• Implement Security with detailed consulting and planning
for system defense
• Manage Security for proactive
prevention of security gaps
siemens.com/industrial-securityservices

